The Twins are heading to Puerto Rico to host a two game series

On January 10, José Berrios, Eddie Rosario, and Kennys Vargas attended a press conference held in San Juan, Puerto Rico to announce the details of a two-game series that will be loved against the Cleveland Indians on April 17-18, 2018. The event was hosted by Dave St. Peter.

José Berrios, Eddie Rosario, and Kennys Vargas, of the Minnesota Twins, posed along with Roberto Pérez of the Cleveland Indians, and San Juan Mayor Carmen Cruz at the Puerto Rico Series Press Conference in San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Minnesota Twins HOME OPENER vs Oakland Athletics
Thursday, August 23

Welcome to the Minnesota Twins, Fernando!

Fernando Rodney was named MLB’s 2012 Comeback Player of the Year and Delivery Man of the Year. He par- ticipated with the Dominican Republic in the 2006 and 2013 World Baseball Classic. He is famously known for his hard-throwing style and the way he wears his hat tilted to the left, which is in honor of his father.

He enters 2018 as baseball’s active leader in saves (300) and games (828). He is a three-time All-Star (2012 with Tampa Bay, 2014 with Seattle, 2016 with Miami) and was also Twins legend Jack Morris delivers great news at the 6th Annual Home Plate Gala. Minnesota Twins, pose along with Roberto Pérez, of the Cleveland Indians, and San Juan Mayor Carmen Cruz at the Puerto Rico Series Press Conference in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
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Fernando Rodney. Born in Samaná, Dominican Republic, Fernando made his Major League debut with the Tampa Bay Rays in 2002 and has pitched for eight MLB teams. He is famously known for his hard-throwing style and the way he wears his hat tilted to the left, which is in honor of his father.

He enters 2018 as baseball’s active leader in saves (300) and games (828). He is a three-time All-Star (2012 with Tampa Bay, 2016 with Seattle, 2018 with Miami) and was named MLB’s 2012 Comeback Player of the Year and Delivery Man of the Year. He par- ticipated with the Dominican Republic in the 2006 and 2013 World Baseball Classics and recorded eight saves for the Dominican Republic team that won a gold medal.

Welcome to the Minnesota Twins, Fernando!

Celebrating Diversity at TwinsFest 2018

The Minnesota Twins hosted its annual Target Field fundraiser from January 19-22, with thousands of fans having an opportunity to meet their favorite Twins players, and with the Twins making a real statement that Everyone is Wel- come to Target Field. TwinsFest offers fun interactive activities and Slackers the scene look at Target Field, all to raise money for the Twins Community Fund. The 2018 Minnesota Twins Diversity & Inclusion department hosted several events for fans of all communities. Players were interviewed at the Celebrate Diversity booth, and fans were able to take live interviews and win prizes trying to guess fun facts about players from around the Twins organization. The players that participated were: Jose Berrios, Eduardo Escobar, Kyle Gibson, Max Kepler, Adalberto Mejía, Michael Pineda, Jorge Polanco, Fernando Rodney, Eddie Rosario, Ervin Santana, and more!

Follow us on Twitter @TwinsDiversity

Click here for Twins ticket information

SPOTLIGHT
PLAYER PROFILE
Fernando Rodney

Twitter: @FD Rodnie56

On December 14, 2017, the Minnesota Twins acquired the signing of pitcher Fernando Rodney. Born in Samana, Dominican Republic, Fernando made his Major League debut with the Tampa Bay Rays in 2002 and has pitched for eight MLB teams. He is famously known for his hard-throwing style and the way he wears his hat tilted to the left, which is in honor of his father.

He enters 2018 as baseball’s active leader in saves (300) and games (828). He is a three-time All-Star (2012 with Tampa Bay, 2016 with Seattle, 2018 with Miami) and was named MLB’s 2012 Comeback Player of the Year and Delivery Man of the Year. He par- ticipated with the Dominican Republic in the 2006 and 2013 World Baseball Classics and recorded eight saves for the Dominican Republic team that won a gold medal.
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